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Description
Origami is the Japanese art of paper folding, and what better subject to fold than flowers, which brighten up even the darkest days. This
stunning book will provide hours of enjoyment, creating pretty flower designs that can be used for home décor, greetings cards and gifts – or
simply just for the fun of folding!

The book starts with ten easy step-by-step tutorials showing you how to fold a range of gorgeous stylized paper flowers and leaves, comprising:
Cherry blossom, Rose, Carnation, Flower of wisdom, Spring flower, Tulip, Lily, Lotus flower, Pleated leaves and Stem. Each tutorial includes
written instructions and easy-to-follow diagrams which show you exactly how to fold the paper to achieve a perfect result every time. 

Once you have mastered the flowers, you'll find 400 pages of coloured and patterned square paper sheets that are perforated allowing you to
easily remove them and start folding. Origami is a relaxing and mindful activity that has proven benefits to mental wellbeing, as does being
surrounded by nature, so the fusion of these two subjects is a pure delight. 

Gaël le Neillon's sumptuous illustrated patterns make this book a gorgeous gift for anyone who loves paper, and with such a large number of
paper sheets it will be a long-lasting resource for origami and papercrafting fans. So whether you are a total beginner to origami or have been
paper folding for years, this book has exactly what you need.

About the Author
Gaël le Neillon is a French illustrator, author and DIY designer in the creative hobbies markets. After obtaining her arts diploma in Strasbourg, she
moved to Nantes where she works mainly for publishers, including Hachette, Larousse and others, and for children's toy and games brands,
creating albums, stationery, games and creative boxes.
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